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D E D I C AT I O N

Dedicated to all colliding polyhedra out there: may you never deeply
interpenetrate.
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 תקציר

חישובי בקבוק -צוואר תהוושל מספר גדול של גופים עשוי לנגשויות טיפול בהת
י ופתרון ים מערכת חדשה לזיהוג. אנו מציאמת אחרים-במשחקי וידאו ויישומי זמן

 חדירה כמדד לחפיפת גופים. הנפח המשתמשת ב, התנגשויות

שיטת דגימה חדשה מאתרת מראש קמורים, בלתי בהינתן שני פוליהדרונים 
קונפיגורציות בהן הגופים קרובים למגע, ומאחסנת מידע אודותיהן במסד נתונים 

שולפים את השכנים הקרובים ביותר של קונפיגורציה בזמן ריצה, אנו  קומפקטי.
ניצול של רציפות נפח החדירה, שיטות גיאומטריות זולות יכולות  נתונה. על ידי

 , וגרדיאנט של נפח החדירה.התנגשותעל הלהשתמש בשכנים על מנת להעריך מידע 
 תלויבלתי עם זמן ריצה , ממוקבלת בקלות, מאוד התוצאה היא שיטה מהירה

מבוסס הגלובלי הראשון שאת פתרון ההתנגשויות  שמהווה, הגופים בגיאומטריית
 .נפח

הוא ליבות, זמן הריצה הממוצע להתנגשות -4אילתות על מעבד כאשר ממקבלים ש
שאילתות נפרדות ביצוע צורך בלכך, השיטה חוסכת את ה שניות. מעבר-מיקרו 5

מהירות בסדרי תוצאות אלה  לגבי המרחק בין הגופים, או לגבי אזורי המגע שלהם.
 קודמות.מבוססות נפח גודל מגישות 



A B S T R A C T

Handling collisions among a large number of bodies can be a perfor-
mance bottleneck in video games and many other real-time applica-
tions. We present a new framework for detecting and resolving col-
lisions using the penetration volume as an interpenetration measure.
Given two non-convex polyhedral bodies, a new sampling paradigm
locates their near-contact configurations in advance, and stores as-
sociated contact information in a compact database. At runtime, we
retrieve a given configuration’s nearest neighbors. By taking advan-
tage of the penetration volume’s continuity, cheap geometric meth-
ods can use the neighbors to estimate contact information as well as
a translational gradient. This results in an extremely fast, geometry-
independent, and trivially parallelizable computation, which consti-
tutes the first global volume-based collision resolution. When process-
ing multiple collisions simultaneously on a 4-core processor, the aver-
age running cost is as low as 5µs. Furthermore, no additional prox-
imity or contact-regions queries are required. These results are orders
of magnitude faster than previous penetration volume approaches.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Collision detection of polyhedra is a crucial component of video games,
physical simulations, motion planning and haptic rendering. Most
implementations divide this task into two phases: the broad phase,
which prunes pairs of objects that need not be checked for collisions,
and the narrow phase, which deals with the remaining pairs. Most
narrow-phase implementations designed to perform at high rates use
discrete collision detection, where objects are not prevented from col-
liding; instead, repulsion is delayed until the objects are known to
have interpenetrated. The responsibility of the narrow phase in this
approach is to identify whether two objects are colliding, and if so,
determine attributes of the collision and compute a response. Since
30 FPS is considered the bare minimum for any real-time application
(i.e. a maximum of 33ms per frame, including any non-physical com-
putations such as game logic or A.I.), any pairwise computation in
the order of 1ms constitutes a serious performance bottleneck where
many such pairs exist.

Repulsion in discrete collision detection is usually either penalty or
constraint-based. Penalty-based responses apply forces or impulses
which are correlative to the amount of interpenetration and/or rel-
ative velocity, while constraint-based methods formulate contacts as
constraints and solve a system of equations. Both of these require
some measure of interpenetration. Most commonly, interpenetration
is measured as a distance, named the penetration depth (PD), defined
in one of a few ways. A less common measure is the volume occupied
by both bodies, named the penetration volume (PV). Though PV is
physically based, continuous, and robust, it is generally avoided for
computational reasons (see [8, 27]) and is consequently less used and
researched.

In this paper, we present an original approach to resolve collisions
using the PV, for pre-defined, closed, non-convex polyhedra. The
low cost and easy parallelizability of our approach, together with its
required pre-processing, make it attractive for scenarios with a large
number of instances of a few meshes, or for collision handling of
mesh particle-systems.

Given two polyhedra, an offline algorithm finds, samples, and stores
configurations of one body in relation to the other that are most ben-
eficial for precise collision resolution. At runtime, this database is
loaded to memory, consuming up to a few tens of megabytes. New
geometrical approaches can then efficiently estimate required data

1



1.1 main contributions 2

of a given configuration by considering neighboring configurations
found in the DB.

1.1 main contributions

Our runtime query is extremely fast. The average running time is as
low as 5µs when multiple queries are distributed over 4 cores. Even
a single query on a single core is faster by orders of magnitude than
comparable methods to compute PV (either CPU or GPU-based), and
significantly faster than almost any estimation of PD. Furthermore,
these timings already encompass estimating all parameters required
by our suggested repulsion model: PV, PV-gradient, and contact in-
formation. This is made possible by precomputing contact-points
(unique to this work), and basing the PV gradient only on the already
found neighbors.

This is the first work to make use of the PV’s continuity for in-
terpolating and extrapolating its value. To this end we define an
extended PV function, which is also meaningful in disjoint regions of
the configuration-space. The presented sampling paradigm is unique
in that it is accordingly designed to support the estimation of a con-
tinuous function.

The approach exhibits the following benefits as well:

• To our knowledge, this is the first global PV-based collision reso-
lution. Invariance to local contacts also makes the runtime cost
independent of the number of geometric features.

• Unlike many solutions, there’s no benefit in checking proximity
prior to performing a query; the query itself is about as fast, and
if the bodies are disjoint, the returned value can also be used to
approximate the Euclidean separation distance.

• The implementation is entirely CPU-bound and supports con-
current queries on any number of cores with little to no par-
allelization overhead. For this purpose we’ve produced opti-
mized and thread-friendly variations of well-known libraries.

• Our stacking simulations (see the demonstration video [26])
include a simple, zero-cost heuristic to reduce object jittering,
which stabilizes quickly without using iterative methods.

Section 2 elaborates on notable related works, and introduces some
notations. Sections 3–7 detail our methods. Section 8 lists the li-
braries used in our implementation and the alterations made to them.
Section 9 demonstrates performance in terms of accuracy, time, and
memory. Finally, Section 10 concludes and discusses future work di-
rections.



2
B A C K G R O U N D A N D P R E V I O U S W O R K

The section expands on types of collision resolution (Section 2.1) and
the common measures of interpenetration (Section 2.2). We will dis-
cuss notable related research, emphasizing works that incorporate
collision resolution into their methods. The section also introduces
practiced notations of the configuration-space and some approaches
to sampling it (Section 2.3), and discusses distance measures between
configurations (Section 2.4).

2.1 local and global collision resolutions

Collision resolution solutions may be grouped into local and global
approaches — definitions we will refer to in following sections. Lo-
cal approaches [2, 7, 10, 19, 38] compute independent resolutions per
contact area (in some exceptions these resolutions partially influence
each other [17]). Global approaches [14, 20, 28] estimate a transforma-
tion that would reduce an overall interpenetration measure, and use
it to derive repulsions. Note that in local approaches there is no guar-
antee of consistency among the different repulsion forces/impulses;
see Figure 1 for an example of a scenario that local approaches will
not be able to resolve effectively. This limitation was also noted and
demonstrated in [20, 28].

Figure 1: Local approach (on the left) includes redundant computations without
resolving the collision. Global approach (on the right) decreases total
interpenetration.

2.2 interpenetration measures

Various measures of interpenetration for non-convex bodies have been
suggested. Penetration volume (PV) corresponds to the amount of
volume occupied by both bodies. Translational PD (PDt) is deter-
mined by the minimal translation that would separate the bodies.
Pointwise PD (PDp) reflects the maximal penetration of any single
point. Generalized PD (PDg) measures the minimal amount of rigid

3
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Figure 2: On the left: a configuration with little perceived interpenetration — the
PV, PDg, and PDp are all small. On the right, the arrow signifies the
minimal translation required for separation; in this scenario the PDt is
unproportional to perceived interpenetration.

transformation (according to some distance function) required for
separation.

2.2.1 Penetration Depth

Some of the early PD work has applied methods for convex objects to
non-convex objects via convex decomposition. [19] proposed an incre-
mental method of finding PD between pairs of convex parts (in this
case all PD definitions coincide [43]). In [20] this process is refined
and makes use of the GPU. Though the decomposition and construc-
tion of bounding volumes are performed offline and a culling mecha-
nism is present, computing the Minkowski sum of tens or hundreds
of convex parts still makes this approach unfeasible for real-time ap-
plications.

PDp is not necessarily sufficient for separation of rigid bodies. Its
continuity and stability are also usually problematic as demonstrated
in [10] Section 3.3. In [17] some of its problems are addressed by
propagating influence of PD in near-contact vertices to deeper pene-
trating ones, albeit at a cost of a few milliseconds for every hundred
penetrating vertices.

Figure 2 illustrates why PDt may be considerably larger than the
amount of mutual translation and rotation required for separation.
[14] have computed the PDt by using a variant of continuous colli-
sion detection to find a disjoint configuration from a penetrating one.
They also supply a resolution method that finds contact-areas and
projects the PD on the geometric normals. Computing the PD alone,
however, requires a few milliseconds. [44] estimated a continuous
PDt with a runtime query of about 10µs by precomputing an esti-
mate of the contact space, and mapping it to a spherical space where
nearest neighbors are searched for. It is unclear how resolution would
be applied nor how much additional time it would take to compute;
it may be assumed that a few tens of additional microseconds would
be required to compute contact-points.

While identical to PDt for convex bodies [43], for non-convex bod-
ies PDg is a tight bound of the minimal amount of required transfor-
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Figure 3: PDg as the transformation required by A in relation to B will yield the
same result on both configurations (upper arrows). B’s required rotation
in relation to A may be vastly different both in size and direction (lower
arrows), but this form of PDg would not reflect this.

mation of one of the bodies. [43] defined PDg symmetrically as the
minimum required transformation of either body in relation to the
other. They then computed upper and lower bounds using piecewise
planar separation manifolds, after an offline convex decomposition.
Even when defined symmetrically, the measure always assumes one
of the bodies is static. This does not relate to the total required trans-
formation of two dynamic bodies, nor is it meaningful if only the
“static” body is free to move. Most works, however, define one of
the bodies as the dynamic one in advance [11, 18, 28, 31, 33, 41].
This makes this variation only an upper bound of the symmetrical
PDg; while sensible for motion planning, it is an arbitrary measure
for two dynamic objects as the rotation of one of them is never taken
into account. Figure 3 demonstrates two configurations for which the
asymmetrical PDg would be equal, but with different transformations
that would actually be required from the body the measure assumes
is fixed.

[41] proposed a method of estimating the PDg by iteratively con-
verging on a configuration on the contact space. This takes hundreds
of milliseconds. [28] have applied offline active learning methods to
learn the contact space, however, their query time is still on the order
of 1ms. Additionally, their collision resolution method must sepa-
rately recognize the contact-areas, which in itself is slower than the
combined query and gradient estimation time presented here. [18,
33] estimated the PDg using a samples database as well, though they
are mainly aimed towards motion planning and do not address the
computation of the additional data required for collision resolution.
The query-time of the latter is 0.03–3ms. [11] is aimed towards dy-
namic simulations, but no collision resolution method is specified.
The query-time is around 1ms, and the runtime memory require-
ments are approximately 50MB.

2.2.2 Penetration Volume

PV offers distinct benefits as an interpenetration measure:
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Figure 4: Two intersecting configurations (penetration polyhedron is highlighted).
PD based methods will apply the same penalty for both. PV based meth-
ods will apply a larger penalty to the configuration on the left.

1. Physical motivation: it is the only measure that is physically
based, as it determines the force between a liquid and a lighter
body. Similarly, the force applied to an elastic body is tied to the
change in its volume, not to any one-dimensional distance. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates two intuitively different configurations which
PD methods would consider equally undesirable, or equally ac-
ceptable compromises.

2. Continuity: the magnitude of the PV is continuous [37], and
the direction of a desired penalty force is continuous as well,
excluding extreme cases (discussed in Section 4.1 and demon-
strated in [7]). In the context of this work, this also makes it
convenient for interpolation and extrapolation. On the other
hand, most PD implementations suffer from frequent inconti-
nuities, as discussed in [17, 28, 44].

3. A well-behaved potential function of PV can be easily defined
[2], which in turn makes resolution convenient under any force
model; see [36].

[27] and [8] also discuss the PV measure and refer to it as the more
robust and accurate approach, whose main detriment is its computa-
tional cost.

A disadvantage of PV is that when one body is completely en-
closed in the other, resistance must be based on some heuristic such
as motion-coherence or centroid-difference [14]. Such configurations,
however, are rare, and any physics engine tries to avoid them regard-
less of its ability or inability to resolve them. In any case, if very small
objects, very high velocities, or a low physical update frequency are
expected, continuous collision detection would be more suitable still
over the discrete approach.

The PV may be computed by constructing the intersection polyhe-
dron in runtime [10]. In addition to being too slow for interactive
rates, this cannot be easily extended to a form of global resolution
and so a local resolution is used.

[12] suggested an image-based approach which utilizes Layered Depth
Images (LDI [30]), a data structure where multiple pixels are rendered
for each line of sight. Using the pixels’ depth and their normals’ direc-
tion can be used to estimate the PV. [7] extended this approach to also
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estimate the PV’s gradient using three LDIs from orthogonal views,
which was then used to compute penalty forces at contact-areas. [2]
have greatly refined the realism achieved by this approach by using
constraints instead of penalties and more accurate physical models.
[36] have extended the fixed resolution of LDIs with a new data struc-
ture (EBPI), thus reducing the problems of precision, missed objects,
and non-continuity, while also supplying error bounds. The image-
based approach is accurate, works for deformable bodies as well as
rigid ones, and requires no precomputation. Additionally, rendering
multiple collisions together can reduce its per-collision cost. However,
the upload to the GPU and read-back times alone are in the order of
1ms upwards [7, 36], and even with a few objects per-render, a few
milliseconds up to tens of milliseconds are required per collision [2].
Moreover, the resolution in these approaches is local, and while other
applications may indeed benefit from transferring load to the GPU, it
is the performance bottleneck in modern video games; adding colli-
sion handling to its load is ill-advised.

[38] proposed a method for packing pre-known bodies with a hi-
erarchic sphere structure named Inner Sphere Tree. These trees can
then be used to estimate proximity and PV, as in this work. The res-
olution, however, is local as well, and based on the connecting line
between intersecting spheres. Its accuracy and continuity are also
impacted when some of the spheres are encapsulated in those of the
other body. The query running time is 0.1ms up to a few millisec-
onds, and memory consumption is a few megabytes.

2.3 configuration-space notations and sampling meth-
ods

Let us denote the 6-dimensional configuration-space where each point
signifies a translation and rotation as C. The transformation of a body
A by a configuration q ∈ C is denoted byA(q). Given two closed poly-
hedra A and B, in-collision configurations (q ∈ C where A(q)∩B 6= φ)
are denoted by Cobs, disjoint configurations (C\Cobs) by Cfree, and the
contact configurations (the boundary of Cobs) by Ccont. The configu-
rations where one of the bodies is enclosed in the other are denoted
by Cenc ⊆ Cobs.

Previous works have sampled C for numerous purposes. Though in
some generic contexts it is sampled uniformly [39], it is often the case
where sampling Ccont is of particular interest. In [29] Ccont sam-
ples are reached via continuous collision detection for the purpose
of proximity calculation. Other methods of locating and sampling
points precisely at Ccont have been suggested by global PD works
[11, 28]. In contrast, in this paper we are not interested in reaching
Ccont exactly; rather we approximate a continuous scalar function
over C, albeit with higher accuracy near Ccont. The presented sam-
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pling paradigm (Section 5) is designed to accommodate this new need
by sampling close to Ccont, and on both its sides.

A typical issue with C-sampling methods aimed at simulations is
that contact-regions must be separately recomputed in runtime if
torques are to be applied (a few extra tens of microseconds). This
is the case with PDg as well, as it only holds rotational information of
one body, insufficient for plausible resolution. In this work the extra
runtime cost is eliminated by incorporating contact-points into the
database, making their estimation virtually costless (see Section 6.1).

2.4 configuration-space distance functions

Our methods require computing distances between pairs of config-
urations in C. This is a common need in motion planning, and
previously proposed distance functions can be roughly divided to
model-dependent (defined on properties of the body) and model-
independent (only a function of q1,q2). Model-independent mea-
sures, such as Lp weighted sums of translation and rotation [21], are
problematic for numerous reasons:

• It has been shown that no body-independent distance function
is Riemannian (i.e. symmetric and positive definite) and invari-
ant to reference-frames [22].

• There is no natural way to combine the translational and rota-
tional components into a single scalar. Any model-independent
function will include at least one arbitrary coefficient.

• Similarly, there is no natural choice for the representation of
rotation in such functions. Using quaternions, rotation matrices
or Euler angles, in either radians or degrees, will yield very
different values.

• The perceived significance of a rotation around a given axis de-
pends on the mass distribution of the object. Model-independent
distance functions cannot take this into account.

Several model-dependent functions have been suggested. The dis-
placement metric corresponds to the maximal Euclidean distance some
point in the body has moved between the configurations [21]:

Definition 1. Given a body A and two configurations q1,q2 ∈ C:

DISP(q1,q2) := max
x∈A
‖x(q1) − x(q2)‖

An efficient computation method was suggested by [42]. [13] sug-
gested using the longest trajectory any point on the body has traveled
between the configurations, and [40] provided an efficient computa-
tion of lower and upper bounds.
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We use the object norm σA [16] and its square root σ1/2A . This
model-dependent measure is the weighted average of the squared
travel-distance of the body’s points:

Definition 2. Given a body A with a positive mass M and q1,q2 ∈ C:

σA(q1,q2) :=
1

M

∫
x∈A

ρ(x)‖x(q1) − x(q2)‖2dV

where ρ(x) is A’s mass density.

Using the object norm offers several advantages:

• As shown by [31], σA is physically motivated. Let V denote A’s
volume. Then if the mass density is uniform (ρ(x) = M

V ) and
each point x ∈ A is rooted to its position in A(q1) with a zero
equilibrium spring whose Hooke coefficient is k = 2

M then:

σA(q1,q2) =
1

M

∫
A

‖x(q2) − x(q1)‖2dV

=
k

2

∫
A

‖x(q2) − x(q1)‖2dV

=

∫
A

1

2
k‖x(q2) − x(q1)‖2dV

=

∫
A

Ek(‖x(q2) − x(q1)‖)dV = E(A(q2)) (1)

where Ek is the potential energy of a spring with a coefficient
k, and E(A(q2)) is the total potential energy of A when trans-
formed by q2. Under these conditions σA(q1,q2) is therefore
the amount of energy required to translate and rotate A from
q1 to q2.

• It is easy and efficient to compute in the case of a uniform mass
distribution. If A’s coordinate axes are aligned with its center of
mass and principal axes, and if (r0, r1, r2, r3) denotes the unit
quaternion for the relative rotation from q1 to q2, (r4, r5, r6)
denotes the relative translation, Ixx, Iyy, Izz are the respective
diagonal components of A’s inertia matrix, and V again denotes
A’s volume, then σA(q1,q2) can also be written in the following
form [41]:

σA(q1,q2) =
4Ixx

V
r21 +

4Iyy

V
r22 +

4Izz

V
r23 + r

2
4 + r

2
5 + r

2
6 (2)

• As the function is defined in world-space, it is invariant to the
numerical values used to represent the configurations, i.e. it
is invariant to both the reference frame of the object and the
representation of rotations.
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• An ideal function for the purpose of this work would yield the
difference in PV between the configurations. The object norm
accounts for all of the body’s points, which is more aligned with
this purpose.

It should be noted that while the displacement metric is indeed
a metric [40], the object norm is not, contrary to some mentions in
the literature, since it does not satisfy subadditivity. Its square root,
however, is a metric, hence the K-nearest-neighbors according to the
object norm are also the nearest according to a metric. See Section A
in the supplementary material for definitions and for proofs of these
claims.



3
M E T H O D O V E RV I E W

Figure 5: Bird’s eye view of the framework’s flow. Offline: mesh preprocessing (in
orange, Section 5.1) and DB creation (yellow), consisting of anchor gen-
eration (Section 5.2.1), threading (Section 5.2.2), and precision estima-
tion (Section 5.4). During the simulation (light blue), collision handling
is distributed as jobs (grey) between the cores (Section 7.3). Each job
consists of formulating a query (Section 7.1), the estimation of the PV
and contact information (Section 6.1), and the gradient estimation (Sec-
tion 6.2). These are then used for collision resolution (Section 7.2), and
finally resting conditions are checked for each object (Section 7.2.1).

Our method can be divided into four main layers: mesh prepro-
cessing, samples-DB generation, query computation in runtime, and
collision resolution in the application. In the first layer, both A’s and
B’s object coordinates are calibrated (and optionally scaled), and a
convex decomposition is computed for each one.

In the second layer, a database of configuration-space samples
(samples-DB) is constructed for a pair of bodies whose collision han-
dling we wish to accelerate. In it we store the exact PV and contact-
points for tens or hundreds of thousands of configurations, mainly
near Ccont and on either side of it. Sampling is done by altering
between two modes: anchoring explores the space using random sam-
pling, while threading uses the anchors as starting points from which
to find samples nearer Ccont, using a form of gradient descent adapted
to C. This gradient descent requires a manner of sampling a new con-
figuration in a desired distance and in a desired direction from a
given configuration; this operation is defined in Section 4.2. The first
two layers are detailed in Section 5.

The third layer is a geometry-inspired algorithm that takes a config-
uration of A relative to B and its neighbors in the DB, and outputs an
estimate of its PV, contact-point, and translational PV-gradient. This
process requires addition/subtraction and normalization of config-
urations, which are defined in Sections 4.3 and 4.2 respectively. A

11
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measuring of alignment between configurations is also required and
is defined in Section 4.4. The third layer is detailed in Section 6.

The fourth layer is the use of these estimates in the broader context
of a physical simulation. It includes the manner of load balancing
between the CPU-cores, the formation of a resolution based on the
estimated PV, contact information, and PV-gradient, and our choice
of resting conditions. These are detailed in Section 7.

The general flow is visualized in Figure 5.



4
D E F I N I T I O N S

4.1 the pv function

Accurately estimating the PV near Ccont via interpolation or extrap-
olation requires that configurations in Cfree are assigned negative PV,
whose absolute value grows in a rate similar to that of configurations
in Cobs, up to a minimal value:

Definition 3.

minPVAB = −
1

10
min
{

Vol (A), Vol (B)
}

Samples beyond minPVAB will not be stored in the DB, since neg-
ative values with a larger absolute value are unlikely to improve
the resolution’s accuracy. Every mention of PV henceforth therefore
refers to the following definition:

Definition 4.

PVAB(q ∈ C) :=



Vol (A(q)∩B), if q ∈ Cobs

0, if q ∈ Ccont

max
{
minPVAB,

− 4
3π · sepDist3(A(q),B)

}
, if q ∈ Cfree

where sepDist is the Euclidean distance between the bodies. In other
words, in case of a disjoint configuration, the PV is the negated vol-
ume of the smallest sphere that is in contact with both bodies, capped
at 10% of the smaller volume.

Note that PVAB is semi-differentiable (and therefore continuous).
For closed polyhedra, it might not be fully differentiable only in the
boundary of Cenc, and since these configurations represent very deep
penetrations, the simulation tries to avoid them in the first place.

4.2 configuration resizing

Section 5.2.2 performs gradient descent on the absolute value of the
PV function defined in Definition 4 in order to find near-contact con-
figurations. Since C is not a vector space it can have no “norm”, and
there’s no existing meaning to “resizing” a gradient in C, which is
in turn required for our gradient descent. To this end, sizes will be
measured via the square root of the object norm, σ1/2A , which is a

13
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valid metric (see Section A for definition and proof), relative to the
identity configuration I:

Definition 5.

∀q ∈ C, ||q||
σ
1/2
A

:= σ
1/2
A (q, I)

=

√
4Ixx

V
r21 +

4Iyy

V
r22 +

4Izz

V
r23 + r

2
4 + r

2
5 + r

2
6

where (r0, r1, r2, r3) is q’s unit quaternion, (r4, r5, r6) is q’s translation
vector, and Ixx, Iyy, Izz are the respective components of A’s inertia
matrix, all in a reference frame aligned with A’s principal axes and
center of mass. Note that this is defined for convenience, but that
there are no valid algebraic norms in C.

Let q be a configuration we wish to resize to a sizeD, with an upper
bound on the resulting configuration’s angle Θmax. q̄ will denote
the resulting configuration, which should represent a transformation
similar to q but to a different extent, so that its size is close to D. q
consists of a translation component, and a rotation component. The
translation component is easily manipulated:

Definition 6. If (r4, r5, r6) denotes q’s translation component, we de-
fine q̄’s translation vector as:

(r̄4, r̄5, r̄6) :=
D

||q||
σ
1/2
A

(r4, r5, r6)

As for q’s rotation, it is composed of an axis and an angle we denote
by Θ. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 6 Θ 6 π

(otherwise the axis can be inverted). Increasing or decreasing Θ is
meaningful in an attempt to increase or decrease the effect of the
transformation, as long as the resulting angle is in the range [0,Θmax].
The angle of q̄, Θ̄, is therefore defined as follows:

Definition 7.

Θ̄ :=


2 sin−1

(
D

||q||
σ
1/2
A

sin Θ2

)
, if D

||q||
σ
1/2
A

sin Θ2 6 sin Θmax2

Θmax, otherwise

In other words, Θ̄ is such that sin Θ̄2 = D
||q||

σ
1/2
A

sin Θ2 if this is both

defined and results in an angle Θmax at the most, and is otherwise
trimmed to Θmax.
q̄’s rotation axis will be addressed by defining its quaternion. Given

a unit quaternion u = (u0,u1,u2,u3), we know that the vector (u1,u2,u3) ∈
R3 represents its rotation axis, and that if φ is u’s angle, it holds that:

||(u1,u2,u3)||2 = sin
φ

2
(3)
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We’d like q̄’s rotation to be with the same axis as q’s, with Θ̄ as an
angle. Therefore:

Definition 8. If (r0, r1, r2, r3) denotes q’s unit quaternion and (r̄0, r̄1, r̄2, r̄3)
denotes q̄’s unit quaternion, then (r̄1, r̄2, r̄3) is defined as follows:

∀i ∈ [1, 3] : r̄i :=
sin Θ̄2
sin Θ2

ri 6
D

||q||
σ
1/2
A

ri

Overall, we get that q̄’s size is:

||q̄||
σ
1/2
A

=

√
4Ixx

V
r̄21 +

4Iyy

V
r̄22 +

4Izz

V
r̄23 + r̄

2
4 + r̄

2
5 + r̄

2
6 6

D

||q||
σ
1/2
A

√
4Ixx

V
r21 +

4Iyy

V
r22 +

4Izz

V
r23 + r

2
4 + r

2
5 + r

2
6 = D (4)

The inequality is an equality as long as the angle isn’t trimmed.

4.3 configuration addition and subtraction

Let us define some intuitive operators on configurations, which will
be useful in Sections 5 and 6.

Definition 9. The addition operator of q1 and q2, denoted by q1 +
q2, is defined by adding the translational parts, and composing the
rotational parts so that q2’s rotation is applied first.

Definition 10. Negation of a configuration q, denoted by −q, is de-
fined as inverting both the translation and the rotation axis.

Definition 11. Subtraction of q2 from q1, denoted by q1 − q2, is de-
fined as q1 + (−q2).

4.4 configuration dot product

Section 6.1 adapts concepts from Euclidean geometry to C in order
to define “lines” that go through two existing samples, interpolate
or extrapolate PV values along them, and to measure distances from
them; see Algorithm 2. More specifically, we require a measure of
alignment between two configurations q and q̄, which in Euclidean
geometry would be the dot product. Since the i, j,k coefficients of a
unit quaternion represent as a vector the axis of its rotation, with its
size correlative to the amount of rotation (see Equation (3)), alignment
between rotations can be represented by the dot product of these
vectors. Intuitively, if mass is more widely distributed around an
axis, than rotation around that axis will cause more change in the PV.
To express this, the dot product of two configurations is defined in a
manner compatible with the definitions of distance (Definition 2) and
size (Definition 5):
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Definition 12.

∀q, q̄ ∈ C,q · q̄ :=
4Ixx

V
· r1r̄1+

4Iyy

V
· r2r̄2+

4Izz

V
· r3r̄3+ r4r̄4+ r5r̄5+ r6r̄6

where (r0, r1, r2, r3), (r̄0, r̄1, r̄2, r̄3) are q and q̄’s unit quaternions such
that their real part is non-negative (angles no larger than π), and
(r4, r5, r6), (r̄4, r̄5, r̄6) are q and q̄’s translations, all in a coordinate
system calibrated to A.



5
S A M P L E S - D B G E N E R AT I O N

This preprocessing phase is designed to intelligently sample the PV
across C. Section 5.1 describes an initial calibration step. Section 5.2
better defines the samples we wish to reach and describes the meth-
ods we apply to efficiently do so. Section 5.3 details how the exact
PV and contact information are computed. Section 5.4 describes the
manner of estimating the DB’s precision and convergence.

The DB is implemented using a K-Means tree, which allows using
a non-Euclidean distance function (see Section 2.4 for details on the
distance function) while providing fast query times [25]. For further
implementation details see Section 8.

5.1 mesh preprocessing

Prior to the DB creation, the meshes are calibrated. First the center-
of-mass is calculated and the object is translated by its inverse. Then
the moment of inertia is computed and its eigenvectors are found,
which are used to rotate the object so that the axes align with the
principal axes. This is required for efficient computation of distance
(Definition 2), sizes (Definition 5), and the dot product (Definition 12).
scaling is also optional in this stage but better results can be achieved
by using a less naïve scaling tool [4]. Convex-decomposition is also
performed, for the separation distance computation.

5.2 choice of sampled configurations

Note that configurations in Cfree will require no resolution, while
those in deep penetration are typically avoided, and are in any case
less sensitive to inaccuracies. The basis for this work is therefore that
precision in these areas should be compromised in favor of greater
density near Ccont. Moreover, since the samples will be used for
interpolation and extrapolation, they should sample both sides of
Ccont. As opposed to other sampling paradigms, however, there is
no concrete need to find configurations whose PV is exactly zero (i.e.,
precisely on Ccont).

The process of creating the DB, given a desired upper bound in MB
on its size, is as follows:

1. A test-set is created, if not already available (see Section 5.4).

17
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2. Initial random configurations, whose number is appropriate to
the memory bound, are sampled, excluding samples outside
minPVAB (Definition 3). These are named anchors.

3. Each anchor is used as a starting point from which to sample a
series of configurations converging on Ccont and on either side
of it. We name this process threading.

4. Every 500 threads the precision is measured (see Section 5.4).

5. When all anchors are exhausted, new anchors are generated for
further threading.

6. The process continues until either the precision converges (Sec-
tion 5.4), or the DB’s size has reached its specified limit.

Figure 6 demonstrates the result of our anchoring and threading pro-
cess on 4 examples, compared to the alternative of generating the
same number of samples randomly up to minPVAB, without thread-
ing; our method produces a much higher concentration of samples
near Ccont. The figure also exhibits very good coverage. In terms
of PV, the samples of interest (near Ccont) tend to have a small abso-
lute value. Figure 7 shows that our method produces a much higher
percentage of samples with low absolute PV.

(a) Armadillo: 47,321 vs. 2,718 (b) Dragon: 36,435 vs. 3,313

(c) Plastic man: 46,317 vs. 3,465 (d) Mushroom: 43,619 vs. 1,918

Figure 6: Number of near-Ccont samples of DBs constructed by our method —
always on the left, compared to DBs of equal size, composed only of an-
chors (up to minPVAB) — always on the right. The DBs are of the
mentioned mesh with itself. An arbitrary |PV | threshold of 5 · 10−7 is
used; contact-points of samples with a lower |PV | are displayed, as is
their total count.
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Figure 7: Threading creates a high percentage of samples with small |PV |, compared
to an equally-sized, anchors-only DB. The cumulative histograms of |PV |
in two such DBs (both for bunny vs. bunny) are displayed in two scales
(left and right). |PV | is measured as a percentage out of the maximal PV
(i.e., the bunny’s volume); the vertical axis corresponds to percentage out
of the total number of samples. On the left, 50% of the samples in the
anchors-only DB have a smaller |PV | than 6.36% of the bunny’s volume.
In contrast, the median |PV | of the threading DB (visible on the right) is
only 0.01%.

5.2.1 Anchor generation

Anchors are responsible for the exploration of areas in C. The num-
ber of initial anchor-configurations is in the range of 1000–10 000 , de-
pending on the defined memory bound. Each anchor is sampled
exactly, though if its PV is less than minPVAB it is discarded. Firstly,
this is because it is not reliable for an approximation. Secondly, the
Lebesgue measure of potential anchors which are distant from Ccont
is large; since anchors are used to reach nearby Ccont configurations,
using distant anchors would create density-bias towards Ccont areas
facing them. Other Ccont configurations, such as those of interlocked
rings which are not the closest to any disjoint, distant configuration,
would have lesser density. This argument is visualized in Figure 8.

Anchors are generated in parallel on all available cores.

5.2.2 Threading

Given an anchor, the threading process is designed to sample config-
urations nearer Ccont and on both its sides, until an approximation
in that area is accurate enough — at which point the thread is con-
sidered saturated. The process is a form of gradient descent on the
function |PVAB|, beginning with the anchor. The following explana-
tion refers to Figure 9 which illustrates a single step:

1. Calculate or estimate the translational distance dis from the cur-
rent configuration a to Ccont (the nearest point via translation
is denoted as b in Figure 9). This translational distance can be
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Figure 8: Pruning distant anchors. Each of the infinite points on the plane is
the contact-point of some configuration of two 3D rings. The blue area
contains contact-points of Cobs. The orange and green lines are poten-
tial anchors that via ideal threading would reach configurations whose
contact-point is (a) and (b) respectively. The dotted section contains dis-
tant anchors that would have reached (b)-configurations as well but were
pruned. This prevents further density bias against (a)-configurations,
though the Lebesgue measure of potential anchors that would reach them
is still smaller on account of rotation range.

calculated exactly from PVAB(a) if A(a) and B are disjoint (see
Definition 4). Otherwise, we treat PVAB(a) as the volume of an
intersection sphere, whose diameter is an approximation of the
translational distance.

2. Estimate the gradient of − |PVAB| at a (towards an unknown
point c which is the closest Ccont point).

3. “Resize” (as defined in Section 4.2) the gradient to the estimated
translation distance and use it as a step, i.e. add it (Definition 9)
to the current configuration. This reaches point d. As opposed
to translation, rotation can have no direction that would consis-
tently decrease interpenetration — its extent is therefore capped
at 60° as described in Section 4.2. Point e in Figure 9 is the point
reached after capping.

Note that in C the translational distance is an upper bound of
the distance from Ccont; using it as the step size serves to reach
configurations on both sides of Ccont, which is important for
estimation precision.

4. The reached configuration is both sampled accurately and es-
timated, and if accurate enough, the thread terminates. Oth-
erwise, it is added to the DB and a new threading step is per-
formed from it. Thus the thread continues until it has attained
satisfactory precision in the region.

5. If at some point the current configuration is close to that of two
iterations before, it is given a random push.

Note that it is not required that the thread switches sides each
and every step. This is exemplified in Figure 10, which shows the
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recorded progression of randomly chosen threads and their quick
convergence to Ccont.

Algorithm 1 describes the threading process in detail. All available
cores compute threads in parallel.

Figure 9: A threading step where C is reduced to a translational and rotational
dimensions.

Figure 10: The PV as a function of iteration number, for 23 randomly selected
threads. Threads quickly converge to Ccont in 3–10 iterations, after
sampling both sides of Ccont.

5.3 exact sampling

The following details the manner of sampling the exact information
of two calibrated objects, A and B, given a configuration q ∈ C. The
method is designed to be computed offline as part of the DB creation,
but can also be executed in real-time thread-safely.

In order to prevent additional computation of contact-regions at
runtime, for each sample we sample the contact-point as well as the PV;
the contact-point’s approximation is later used to calculate torques
during resolution (see Section 7).
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Algorithm 1 The threading process. Function exactVolume is detailed
in Section 5.3. Function estimateVolume refers to the estimation in
Section 6.1. Function resizeConfiguration refers to Section 4.2 with an
angle bound of 60°.

1 function InsertThread(anchor)
2 q← anchor

3 for iteration← 1 to 20 do
4 approximated← estimateVolume(q)
5 exact← exactVolume(q)
6 if |approximated− exact| 6 ε then break

7 insertToDB(q, exact)
8 gradient← identity configuration
9 for axis← x,y, z do

10 step← Translation in axis by 0.5
11 gradient[axis]←
12 |estimateVolume(q− step)|− |estimateVolume(q+ step)|

13 for axis← x,y, z do
14 step← rotation around axis by 10°
15 volumeDelta←
16 |estimateVolume(q− step)|− |estimateVolume(q+ step)|
17 gradient[axis]← volumeDelta/ sin (20°)

18 distance← 3

√
3|exact|
4π

19 q← q+ resizeConfiguration(gradient,distance)
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If the Euclidean separation distance between A(q) and B is positive,
then q /∈ Cobs and PVAB(q) is computed as in Definition 4. The
contact-point, in this case, is the average between A’s and B’s closest
points. Otherwise, the intersection polyhedron is constructed, and
its volume and center-of-mass are computed, the latter serving as the
contact-point.

In order not to store samples that do not contribute to precision,
the PV of each sample is estimated as well, and if precise enough, the
sample is not stored in the DB.

5.4 test-set and convergence

The test-set both serves to estimate the DB’s precision after comple-
tion, and determine when the process has converged. It consists of
two equal parts: 2500 samples near Ccont, defined as having an ab-
solute PV below 1

500 min {volume(A), volume(B)}, and 2500 samples
distant from it. It is created by randomly generating configurations
and sampling their exact data (Section 5.3), while discarding those
with a PV less than minPVAB (Definition 3) as irrelevant. This pro-
cess is distributed among all cores. The test-set is shared among DB’s
of the same meshes.

5.4.1 Convergence Conditions

Definition 13. The PV-error of a DB of bodies A and B is defined as
the percentage of the absolute error out of the volume of the smaller
body:

∀q ∈ C,PV-error(q) := 100 ·

∣∣∣PVAB(q) − P̃VAB(q)∣∣∣
min {Vol(A),Vol(B))}

where P̃VAB(q) is the approximation of PVAB(q). It is not the relative
error, which for small values is both unstable and non-indicative of
visual difference.

Definition 14. The contact-point-error relates to the distance between
the exact contact-point and the approximated one. It is defined as the
percentage of this distance out of the sum of A’s and B’s distances
between their furthest vertex to their center of mass:

∀q ∈ C, contact-point-error(q) :=

100 · ||contactPoint(A(q),B) −
˜contactPoint(A(q),B)||2

maxx∈A ||x−
∑
y∈A y||2 + maxx∈B ||x−

∑
y∈B y||2

Definition 15. The NN-distance of q relates to the average object-norm
of q from its neighbors. It is measured as a percentage out of an
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upper-bound of the maximal object-norm between the identity con-
figuration and any contact configuration:

∀q ∈ C,NN-dist(q) :=

100 ·
∑
q̄∈NN(q) σA(q̄,q)

|NN(q)| ·max_contact_σ(A,B)

where

max_contact_σ(A,B) :=

max
{
4Ixx

V
,
4Iyy

V
,
4Izz

V

}
+

max
x∈A

||x−
∑
y∈A

y||2 + max
x∈B

||x−
∑
y∈B

y||2

2

Definition 16. The tag of q is a boolean value signifying whether the
approximated PV is on the correct side of Ccont. It is also true if both
the approximated PV and the exact one are extremely close to Ccont:

∀q ∈ C, tag(q) :=


true, if P̃VAB(q) · PVAB(q) > 0 ∨(

|P̃VAB(q)| 6 ε∧ |PVAB(q)| 6 ε
)

false, otherwise

The DB is considered converged when all the following hold for
three successive estimations:

1. The median PV-error of both the samples near Ccont and those
distant from it has changed by no more than 1% since the pre-
vious estimation.

2. The median contact-point-error of both the samples near Ccont
and those distant from it has changed by no more than 10%
since the previous estimation.

3. The median NN-distance of both the samples near Ccont and
those distant from it has changed by no more than 0.3% since
the previous estimation.

4. The percentage of test-set samples with a correct tag has changed
by no more than 0.1%.

Figure 11 demonstrates the DB’s convergence.
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Figure 11: Convergence of a DB of bunny vs. bunny. X-axis: the DB size. Test
samples in Ccont are in blue, while those not in Ccont are in orange.
(a) Median NN-distance (Definition 15). (b) Percentage of test-set sam-
ples with a correct tag (Definition 16). (c) Median PV-error (Defini-
tion 13). (d) Median contact-point-error (Definition 14).
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R U N T I M E Q U E R I E S

Given a samples-DB created as described in Section 5 and a config-
uration q ∈ C, our method aims to approximate at q the PV and
contact-point (Section 6.1), and the PV-gradient (Section 6.2). Sec-
tion 6.3 describes the efficiency–accuracy trade-off of this process.

Note that if the estimated PV is negative, the separation distance
can be estimated by applying the inverse function of that in Defini-
tion 4.

6.1 pv and contact-point estimation

Contact-information at q is estimated using q’s 10 approximate near-
est neighbors. Commonly used inverse distance weighting methods,
such as Shepard’s method, only interpolate; the primary motivation
for the presented method was to also extrapolate, and it was chosen
after exhibiting superior PV continuity.

In our approach, each pair of neighbors q̄1, q̄2 contributes a guess
by “projecting” q (see Section 4.4) on the line they define, and lin-
early interpolating/extrapolating their volumes to the projection. The
weight of each guess is inverse to the distance between q and the line.
This is illustrated in Figure 13. The contact-point is approximated the
same way, with vectors instead of scalars, as visualized in Figure 12.
The method is given in detail in Algorithm 2.

Figure 13: 2D visualization of PV estimation at q (empty circle) given the volumes
of three neighbors (filled circles). The contribution of each pair is the
linear interpolation/extrapolation of their PV at q’s projection on the
line connecting them. The weight is the reciprocal of the distance of q
from that line.

26
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: 12b: the contact-points involved in the query in 12a. Gray dots: contact-
points of configurations near Ccont, outlining the ears of the static
(upper) bunny. Red dot (marked): the exact contact-point. Blue dots:
contact-points of the found neighbors, some of which are disjoint config-
urations. Distribution is not isometric as σA assigns different weights
to the axes of rotation. Green dots: guesses for the contact-point. Each
lies on a line defined by two blue dots. Magenta dot (marked): the
approximated contact-point, i.e. a weighted average of the green dots.

Algorithm 2 Approximation of PV and contact-point at q based on
the exact volumes and contact-points of its neighbors. confSize refers
to the size measure in Definition 5. Configuration dot product is
defined in Definition 12. Configuration subtraction is defined in Sec-
tion 4.3.

1 function ApproximateCollisionInfo(
q,neighbors, volumes, contacts)

2 volumeSum← 0,weightSum← 0, contSum← (0, 0, 0)
3 for i 6= j ∈ [len(neighbors)] ,neighbors[i] is closer to q do
4 ijDelta← neighbors[i] −neighbors[j]

5 qjDelta← q−neighbors[j]

6 ijDis← confSize(ijDelta)
7 proj← ijDelta·qjDelta

ijDis

8 volume← volumes[j] + proj · volumes[i]−volumes[j]ijDis

9 weight← 1√
confSize2(qjDelta)−proj2

10 volumeSum← volumeSum+weight · volume
11 weightSum← weightSum+weight

12 cont← contacts[j] + proj
ijDis · (contacts[i] − contacts[j])

13 contSum← contSum+weight · cont
14 approxVolume← volumeSum

weightSum

15 approxContact← 1
weightSum · contSum

6.2 gradient estimation

Below we describe the approximation method of the translational gra-
dient of PVAB. The requirement from this approximation is to only
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use the readily available data: q’s neighbors, and q’s PV estimation.
The low constant cost of everything in the query excluding NN search,
of which this is a small part, is exhibited in Figure 14 and discussed
in Section 9.1.

The estimate for each gradient coordinate is a weighted average of
neighbors’ contributions. Let q̄ be a neighbor, and let k ∈ {x,y, z} be a
translation axis. q̄’s contribution in each axis is the naïve approximate

gradient: sign (q(k) − q̄(k)) · P̃VAB(q)−PVAB(q̄)
σ
1/2
A (q,q̄)

, where p(k) denotes

the k coordinate of p for every p ∈ C. The weight of this contribution
to the partial derivative in axis k is the dominance of |q(k) − q̄(k)|

relative to their overall distance (here the object norm itself is used as
to promote the contribution of closer neighbors):

Definition 17.

Wk
grad(q, q̄) :=

|q(k) − q̄(k)|

σA(q, q̄)

The overall estimation of ∂PVAB(q)∂k is therefore:

∂PVAB(q)

∂k
≈

∑
q̄W

k
grad(q, q̄) · sign (q(k) − q̄(k)) · P̃VAB(q)−PVAB(q̄)

σ
1/2
A (q,q̄)∑

q̄W
k
grad(q, q̄)

=

∑
q̄

|q(k)−q̄(k)|
σA(q,q̄) · sign (q(k) − q̄(k)) · P̃VAB(q)−PVAB(q̄)

σ
1/2
A (q,q̄)∑

q̄
|q(k)−q̄(k)|
σA(q,q̄)

=

∑
q̄
q(k)−q̄(k)

σ
3/2
A (q,q̄)

·
(
P̃VAB(q) − PVAB(q̄)

)
∑
q̄

|q(k)−q̄(k)|
σA(q,q̄)

(5)

Note that the method could be extended to approximate rotational
gradient as well as translational. However, the desired rotation of one
body does not indicate that of the other’s. Relying on this approach to
compute rotational resolution (instead of approximating the contact-
point) therefore requires creating a second DB for the configurations
of the other body in relation to the first, and then query both DBs
in runtime. In our tests this also resulted in inferior accuracy when
compared to using the contact-point. The contact-point estimation
costs negligible additional time, but does increase the memory cost;
see Section 10 for possibilities of reducing memory requirements.

6.3 partial traversal

As detailed in [25] Section 3.2, k nearest-neighbors search in a k-
means tree is performed by greedily choosing the nearest branch un-
til reaching a leaf-node (i.e., a configuration). Unexplored branches
are stored in a priority queue by their distance, and are traversed
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in turn until a prespecified maximum number of leaves are visited.
From these the nearest k are chosen. In the context of this work, the
maximum leaf-checks has an impact on continuity as well as preci-
sion: two successive query configurations in a physical simulation
may have more true nearest neighbors in common than actually re-
turned by a non-exhaustive search. The estimation of their collision
information will therefore be based on two neighbor-groups with less
overlap.

See Section 9.1 for a comparison of runtime, precision, and conti-
nuity for different bounds on the number of leaves explored. The
leaf-checks are not limited during precision-estimations performed
while building the DB.
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U S A G E I N A P H Y S I C A L S I M U L AT I O N

Figure 5 outlines the main components of a physical simulation in
the context of the narrow phase. This section details our approach to
each of them: query formulation in Section 7.1, collision resolution in
Section 7.2, and load balancing in Section 7.3.

7.1 query formulation

Let A,B be two bodies with colliding bounding volumes, which are
therefore suspected of collision.

If a DB was previously created for A and B (in any order), it should
be loaded to memory. Let us assume without loss of generality that
B was the static body in the created DB. We therefore transform A’s
world configuration to B’s object coordinates and use it as the input
query for the DB. The outputted contact-point and gradient are then
translated back to world coordinates.

7.2 collision resolution

Once a query has been made, a negative PV suggests that no resolu-
tion is required. Additionally, no resolution is applied if the bodies
are estimated to move apart, which is a common heuristic. This is the
case if one of the following holds:

• The projection of the relative velocity at the contact-point on the
PV-gradient is positive.

• The estimated PV is smaller than that of the previous step.

Where a resolution is required, some of the previous work suggest ap-
plying penalty forces based on a spring model [7, 38]: ~F ∝ PV · ∇PV .
Though physically motivated, this resolves scenarios with a greater
relative velocity by allowing a deeper penetration (until the PV is
big enough to reverse the motion). Since the derivative of this force
increases steeply, the resulting force is often bigger than required.

We found that better versatility and plausibility are gained by ap-
plying impulses incorporating the relative velocity as well as the PV
and gradient:

~J ∝ m · (~Vrel +∇PV) · (1+ PV) (6)

where m is the body’s mass, and ~Vrel is the relative linear velocity
at the estimated contact-point (which incorporates rotational motion).
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The formula assures repulsion even when the PV or relative velocity
are small. A torque is applied by assuming the impulse is derived
from a force acting on the contact-point. Before advancing to the next
time-step, the simulation sums the computed resolutions for each
body and applies the total impulse and torque.

The repulsion is therefore based on a single point-of-contact, which
in practice often proves to be enough to reliably model collisions even
when more than one contact volume exists. See Section 10 for future
work directions of using multiple contact-points without necessarily
requiring additional memory.

7.2.1 Resting Conditions

Explicitly defining conditions for rest (i.e. completely stopping a
body and marking it as sleeping) not only serves stability and realism,
but is also crucial for performance when dealing with a large num-
ber of bodies. As noted by [38], resting conditions are especially im-
portant with penalty-based resolutions: applying impulses for every
movement makes it improbable for a dynamic collision to implicitly
transition into a static one.

Resting conditions are commonly based on the magnitude of lin-
ear and angular velocity (and/or the magnitude of the forces). These
conditions, however, do not address cases of jittering which penalty
based resolutions are prone to induce, especially in the context of
stacking. Apart from aesthetic unrealism, these oscillations often
spread to nearby bodies or inflate to unwarranted full movement.
More advanced resting conditions therefore solve sets of constraint
equations or otherwise perform multiple iterations that take the joint
interaction of more bodies into account.

Using magnitudes of velocity or force is comparable to measuring
the body’s movement since the previous time-step. In our simulations
we measure a body’s movement since two time-steps prior: this still
captures low velocities for resting purposes, but additionally elimi-
nates much of said oscillations without resorting to more expensive
computations. This is demonstrated in the demonstration video [26].

7.3 load balancing

Resolution is distributed among multiple cores. The input of a job, in
our context, is two bodies suspected of collision, while its output is
the computed collision response for these bodies (if required).

As in most physical simulations, our simulation uses a single main
thread. During initialization, it creates idle worker-threads so that
the total number of threads (including itself) is equal to the number
of available cores. It also creates two queues: for unprocessed jobs,
and for finished jobs.
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When the main thread identifies two bodies suspected of collision
(using the broad-phase and after a bounding-volumes check), it cre-
ates a job. If the current length of the unprocessed jobs queue is less
than the number of worker threads, it adds the job to the queue. Oth-
erwise, it handles the job itself. The main thread then proceeds to
emptying the queue of finished jobs, by adding the computed resolu-
tion for each body to its current sum of resolutions.

Worker threads are notified when a job is added to the unprocessed
jobs queue, and pull it. After forming a query for the DB (Section 7.1)
and receiving an estimated volume, contact-point, and gradient (Sec-
tion 6), the thread computes the collision response (Section 7.2) and
pushes it to the finished jobs queue.

The user may change the number of worker threads at any point.
If it is decreased, threads die after completing their current job.
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I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

Most of the system was implemented in C++ (Sections 5,6), with
wrappers in C and C#. A Unity [34] plugin was implemented to
access the C# wrapper from within Unity, and the simulation was
implemented as Unity C# scripts.

The following lists the use of external code and its authors, to
whom credit is due:

• Carve [35], a CSG library. It was modified to support compu-
tations by multiple threads simultaneously, and to support the
reading and writing of the OFF and POLY file formats. Was
used to compute intersection polyhedra.

• FLANN [24], a library for nearest-neighbors searches. It was
modified to support addition of new elements to a k-means tree
after initialization, and a known but yet-unaddressed memory
management issue has been fixed in a thread-friendly manner.
The modified version was used for storing configurations and
searching for nearest-neighbors.

• The example code of Brian Mirtich [23] for a fast calculation
of volume integrals was altered as to support simultaneous
computations by multiple threads, and was exposed to exter-
nal code. Was used for scaling and aligning polyhedra to their
principal axes in the calibration phase, computing the weights
of the object-norm, and calculating the volume and center-of-
mass of intersection polyhedra.

• Swift++ [6], a collision detection library, was used as-is to de-
termine whether two polyhedra are disjoint, and if so, calculate
their distance and closest points.

• amcl’s C++ adaptation [9] of the eigen decomposition code in
JAMA [32]. Used during alignment of polyhedra to their prin-
cipal axes in the calibration phase.

• A slightly altered variation of Sergey Dorodnicov’s thread-pool
[5] was used as a parallelization solution in the relatively non-
performance-critical creation and estimation of the DB.

• Stack-tracing code by Jochen Kalmbach [15] was used in the
context of logging.

The profiler Very Sleepy [3] was used to recognize bottlenecks in
the C++ code and FLANN. Unity’s built-in profiler was used for the
C# part.
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9
R E S U LT S

Our testing was performed on a PC with Windows 10, 16GB RAM
and i5-3470 CPU with 4 cores. The PV and contact-point were com-
pared to the ground truth. DBs are compared to DBs of the same
size, but where all samples are anchors (without threading), using the
same test-set. This is a far stricter baseline than random DBs where
precision near Ccont is concerned — since anchors are discarded if
their PV is below minPVAB, they are still largely positioned near
Ccont (see the demonstration video [26] for a visualization of this
distribution).

9.1 runtime queries

Figure 14 times a typical DB and shows a constant base cost of about
2.2µs, which encapsulates query formulation, constant search over-
head, and PV, contact-point, and PV-gradient estimations. Every leaf-
check (see Section 6.3) adds approximately 26ns in a linear growth.
The figure also visualizes the reverse correlation between the maxi-
mum leaf-checks and the median NN-distance (Definition 15), show-
ing decreasing added value to using more leaf-checks. 100 leaf-checks
gave visually satisfactory results in our stacking simulations, as seen
in the demonstration video [26], and takes about 5µs on average, us-
ing 4 cores. Table 1 supports these results, and additionally shows
that the query-time is not correlated with the number of faces. Fur-
thermore, for typical sizes of converged DBs, the query-time is also
shown not to be significantly correlated with the DB-size.

For comparison, computing the exact PV for intersecting configu-
rations takes a few tens of milliseconds for a mesh with 1000 faces
in our current implementation.The demonstration video [26] shows
side-by-side comparison of approximated vs. exact PV and contact
point, with little visual difference. Section 2.2.2 lists previous meth-
ods of approximating the PV in runtime, the fastest being [38] ranging
from 0.1ms to a few milliseconds. If one could parallelize these times
over 4 cores with no overhead, they would still be 5–300 times slower.
Section 2.2.1 lists notable methods of approximating the PD. Among
those that discuss or demonstrate their methods in the context of a
physical simulation, computation times are in the order of 0.2–5ms
and above. If they could be parallelized over 4 cores with negligible
synchronization overhead, they would still be 10–250 times slower.

Table 1 exhibits substantially higher accuracy of PV-error near Ccont
compared to anchors-only DBs for all tested DBs (approximately 75%
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error reduction). Figure 16 visualizes approximation accuracy of PV
and contact-point for different values of leaf-checks. The test moves
one bunny across another in a straight line and computes exact and
estimated data for each step (the axes’ units are arbitrary). The 100

leaf-checks we use in our simulations give mostly continuous results.
500 leaf-checks give continuous results, indistinguishable from unlim-
ited leaf-checks, which take about 10 times longer. Note that even 500

leaf-checks cost 15–20µs on average (Figure 14) which is still faster
than comparable methods.

9.2 parallelization

Figure 15 displays the average query times (computing PV, contact-
point, and PV-gradient) for different numbers of cores. The test con-
tinuously randomizes two configurations and queries a DB in parallel
with 100 leaf-checks. The overhead time refers to the testing over-
head: randomization, query formulation, and load balancing. The
times very closely correspond to the formula 1

#cores20µs, indicating
that synchronization time of the query’s resources is negligible. 8 and
16 cores are expected to conform to this trend but were not tested.

9.3 db creation

The effectiveness of our threading method in creating a compact DB,
concentrated around Ccont, is demonstrated in Figures 7 and 10 for
the bunny, and visualized in Figure 6 for 4 other meshes. A DB con-
vergence is demonstrated in Figure 11. Table 2 compares the accuracy
of DBs of different sizes to a DB of only anchors. Comparing the last
two rows shows that our method indeed achieves superior accuracy
near Ccont by compromising on other regions.

DB creation times vary depending on a few parameters:

1. The vast majority of the time is spent computing intersections
of polyhedra. This boolean operation takes anywhere from hun-
dreds of microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds or more, de-
pending on the number of geometrical features.

2. The complexity of the shape affects the time required for con-
vergence.

3. The memory bound.

4. The CPU architecture affects construction time as computation
is parallelized over all cores.

Creation time therefore takes anywhere from a few minutes to a few
hours for meshes with thousands of faces (See Section 10.1 for future
directions regarding acceleration by orders of magnitude). Table 1
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shows the sizes of 6 DBs which converged at 330–530K samples after
15–60min, using 4 cores. Note that the sizes do not closely corre-
spond to the number of faces; see the DBs of house, mushroom, and
bunny. The convergence time for the same pair of objects is relatively
consistent and may vary by tens of thousands of samples. Loading a
constructed DB to memory takes 0.08–0.8 s.

9.4 memory

The DB currently consumes, per sample: 6 floats for the configura-
tion (rotation is represented as the x,y,z components of a normalized
quaternion with a non-negative real component), 1 float for the vol-
ume, and 3 floats for the contact-point. This adds up to a total of 10

floats, or 40B. Additionally, the k-means requires an ID of 4B for
each sample, and uses 24 additional bytes on average for internal in-
dexing. This results in approximately 70B per sample, and 6–7MB
for every 100K samples, as can be seen in Table 2. Converged DBs
consume 20–40MB (Table 1). See Section 10.2 for a suggested method
of drastically reducing memory costs.
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House Mushroom Plastic Man
Face-Count 16 448 996

DB-Size 328K, 20.3MB 438K, 27.9MB 508K, 34.1MB

PV-Error 0.045 (vs. 0.24) 0.062 (vs. 0.32) 0.140 (vs. 0.56)

Query-Time 5.1µs 4.2µs 5.9µs

Dragon Bunny Armadillo

Face-Count 998 1000 5404

DB-Size 518K, 35.1MB 401K, 25.4MB 535K, 36.1MB

PV-Error 0.169 (vs. 0.56) 0.046 (vs. 0.22) 0.077 (vs. 0.30)

Query-Time 6.4µs 4.8µs 6.0µs

Table 1: Attributes of converged DBs of 6 meshes with themselves. DB-size is
given both in terms of samples-count and memory-consumption. The PV-
error (Definition 13) refers to the median over the test-samples near Ccont.
Parentheses show the respective result of a DB for the same object and of
equal size, composed of anchors only (up to minPVAB), without thread-
ing. The query-time is averaged over 1M queries with 100 leaf-checks,
parallelized over 4 cores.

Figure 14: Average query time (PV, contact-point, and gradient approximation) in
µs, of random configurations with deep to shallow penetration, paral-
lelized over 4 cores, as a function of the maximum leaf-checks. Also
displayed is the effect on the median NN-distance over test samples in
Ccont and not in Ccont. DB used: bunny vs. bunny, 368K.
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Figure 15: Average query time of random configurations, parallelized on different
numbers of cores. DB used: bunny vs. bunny, 425K samples.

(a) 50 (b) 100

(c) 500 (d)∞
Figure 16: Plots of exact PV, approximate PV, exact contact-point distance, and

approximate contact-point distance, as a function of displacement of
one bunny relative to another. Shown for 4 values of leaf-checks: 50,
100, 500, and unlimited.

Exact PV Approximate PV Exact Contact-Point
Distance Approximate Contact-Point Distance.
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DB size
Ccont

PV-
error

Ccont
contact-
point-
error

Ccont
NN-
dist

Ccont
PV-

error

Ccont
contact-
point-
error

Ccont
NN-
dist

Tag
Size
(MB)

20K 0.160 6.884 2.173 1.910 2.602 2.069 93.08 1

100K 0.058 5.495 1.172 1.679 2.308 1.486 98.00 7

200K 0.054 4.702 0.913 1.491 2.036 1.217 98.68 13

300K 0.051 4.417 0.790 1.420 1.827 1.075 98.88 20

400K 0.048 4.212 0.711 1.293 1.741 0.982 99.10 27

400K

anchors
0.220 4.775 0.952 1.025 1.165 0.713 94.38 27

Table 2: Accuracy of DBs of different sizes for bunny vs. bunny, compared to an
anchors-only DB (orange row). Leaf-checks are not limited.
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S U M M A RY A N D F U T U R E W O R K

We’ve presented PV-oriented paradigms for sampling C and for inter-
polating and extrapolating these samples, which make new use of the
PV’s continuity and give way to the first PV-based global collision res-
olution. Seeing as PV works are so few, we hope these inspire others
by illuminating the PV not only as an intuitive and correct measure
of interpenetration, but also as a natural candidate for preprocessing
methods. We also suggested a method of avoiding real-time computa-
tion of contact-areas, complementing the cheap PV and PV-gradient
estimations. Overall, these make for an approach significantly faster
than comparable methods, obviating the need for a preceding prox-
imity query. We’ve demonstrated the effectiveness of finding near-
contact configurations and the coverage it offers. Our parallelized
simulation uses any number of cores and achieves stable, plausible
stacking.

10.1 limitations and solutions

Collision handling is an extremely diverse field with various types
of targeted objects and scenarios; best results are often achieved by
treating different cases separately. Our approach is best suited to
handling a large amount of instances of a few distinct rigid bodies; it
is meant to work alongside tools more compatible with other needs.

In addition to threads converging locally, a DB converges once four
precision measures have converged, in both parts of the test-set: near
Ccont and otherwise. However, like some other sampling approaches
in the literature, our exploration of narrow regions in C is not guar-
anteed. The required higher density in more complex C areas is ad-
dressed insofar as threads are normally only terminated when ade-
quate precision has been achieved. Redundant over-sampling is also
avoided to some extent (see Sections 5.2.1 and 5.3). As with other PV-
based methods, we cannot correctly resolve collisions of flat bodies
regardless of sampling density.

Some limitations have future-work directions that could either solve
or decrease their magnitude:

• DB creation time is relatively long. Most of the time is spent cal-
culating intersection-polyhedra: each such calculation requires
up to tens of milliseconds for bodies with 1000 faces. Therefore,
preprocessing time could decrease dramatically by using faster
available alternatives to Carve [35], such as Sofa [1]. The render-
ing overhead of this image-based alternative could be reduced
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as well by accumulating multiple configurations and including
them in the same scene before submitting a query.

• Currently only one contact-point is saved per sample, and hence
only the approximated center-of-mass is used for resolution per
body pair. By storing multiple contact-points per sample, multi-
ple contact-areas could be estimated during runtime. One way
of doing this would be to cluster together the contact-points of
the nearest neighbors, as suggested by [19, 28]. Alternatively, all
contact-points from all neighbors could be considered contact-
areas, weighted according to the neighbor’s distance.

One approach to storing multiple contact-points in the DB would
be to represent each one as an index of a face (which would re-
quire logn bits where n is the number of faces). In runtime, the
face normals would also be used to estimate a normal for each
contact area. This approach would be highly efficient in mem-
ory (using fewer bits than are currently used for one contact-
point), but might suffer from inaccuracies in deep penetration,
and would be sensitive to the object’s tessellation. The second
approach would be to still store contact-points as vectors, and
additionally store each contact-point’s normal. In turn, these
normals can be represented either by two floats, or by the index
of a face with a similar normal.

In either case, resolution at each contact area would be applied
along its normal, with a magnitude corresponding to the pro-
jection of the estimated PV-gradient on the normal (as done in
[14]).

• If for q1,q2 ∈ Ccont it holds that q1 has a higher chance of oc-
curring during simulation, we would like the DB to be denser
around q1. This can be phrased in terms of a higher dimen-
sional space which is the Cartesian product of configurations,
velocities, and angular velocities. In this space, the chance of q1
being encountered can be roughly estimated as the Lebesgue
measure of configurations, velocities, and angular velocities that
create a trajectory that includes it. Our DB’s density around q1,
however, correlates to the Lebesgue measure of potential an-
chors to which q1 is the closest Ccont point (see Figure 8). This
may or may not be larger than that of q2. It would therefore be
interesting to experiment with approaches other than threading
for finding Ccont configurations. One such alternative would be
to not perform gradient descent using the gradient, but rather
choose a random direction and perform linear gradient descent
along it. This may result in longer DB creation times, but would
better correlate with configurations’ likelihood of occurrence.
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10.2 additional future work

10.2.1 Memory

Since the PV and contact-point are only used for averaging, their size
in bytes can be reduced to about a third by discarding redundant
precision. As mentioned, contact-points can be represented as face
indices that take up logn bits (20 bit for a million faces) rather than
the current 96 bit (3 floats). Overall, a sample (configuration, PV, and
contact-point) can potentially be reduced to as little as 96 bit, instead
of the current 320 bit.

For certain objects, the size of the configuration-space could be
drastically reduced as well; priorly known symmetries or isotropies
could even reduce its dimensionality. Configuration-spaces for bodies
of the same mesh, which is a typical case of this work, are symmetri-
cal and their DBs can be cut it half.

10.2.2 Other Applications

Our method could also be applied on segments of articulated bodies
(e.g., a whip), as long as each segment is treated as a separate mesh.
Additionally, it can be adjusted to handle configurations that repre-
sent other physical states than translation and rotation, such as those
of a stationary articulated body with limited degrees of freedom (e.g.,
a stationary robotic arm with six joints).
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A
M E T R I C S : D E F I N I T I O N S A N D P R O O F S

a.1 metric and semimetric definitions

Definition 18. Given a set S, a function f : S× S → [0,∞) is a semi-
metric if it satisfies the following:

1. Non-negativity: ∀a,b ∈ S, f(a,b) > 0

2. Identity of indiscernibles: ∀a,b ∈ S, f(a,b) = 0 ⇐⇒ a = b

3. Symmetry: ∀a,b ∈ S, f(a,b) = f(b,a)

Definition 19. Given a set S, a semimetric f : S×S→ [0,∞) is a metric
if it also satisfies subadditivity ("the triangle inequality"):

∀a,b, c ∈ S, f(a, c) 6 f(a,b) + f(b, c)

a.2 the object norm as a semimetric

Theorem 20. The object norm in Definition 2 is a semimetric on C for any
body A with a positive volume.

Proof. Let A be some model with a positive volume. From Defini-
tion 2, σA is obviously non-negative, and both directions of the iden-
tity of indiscernibles are also trivial. Symmetry also follows from
Definition 2 and the symmetry of the L2 norm in R3.

Theorem 21. The object norm in Definition 2 is not a metric on C for any
body A (with a positive volume).

Proof. Let q0,q1,q2 ∈ C be the configurations with no rotation and
with the translations (0, 0, 0), (12 , 0, 0) and (1, 0, 0) respectively. Let A
be some model on which σA is defined (i.e. with a positive volume).
It holds that:

σA(q
0,q1) = σA(q1,q2) =

1

M

∫
A

ρ(x)

(
1

2

)2
dV =

1

4
(7)

σA(q
0,q2) =

1

M

∫
A

ρ(x)12dV = 1 (8)

We therefore get:

σA(q
0,q1) + σA(q1,q2) =

1

4
+
1

4
< 1 = σA(q

0,q2) (9)

i.e. σA does not satisfy subadditivity.
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a.3 the square root of the object norm as a metric

Definition 22. Given a model A (with a positive volume) and two
configurations q1,q2 ∈ C, we define σ1/2A as the square root of the
object norm:

σ
1/2
A :=

√◦ σA

Theorem 23. σ1/2A is a metric.

Proof. Let A be a model with a positive volume, a mass M, and the
mass distribution ρ. Satisfaction of non-negativity, identity of indis-
cernibles and symmetry immediately follows from σA being a semi-
metric. We shall prove σ1/2A also satisfies subadditivity.

Let there be q0,q1,q2 ∈ C, and let d1,d2,d3 : A → [0,∞) be de-
fined as follows:

Definition 24.

∀x ∈ A,d1(x) :=

√
ρ(x)

M
‖x(q0) − x(q1)‖2

∀x ∈ A,d2(x) :=

√
ρ(x)

M
‖x(q1) − x(q2)‖2

∀x ∈ A,d3(x) :=

√
ρ(x)

M
‖x(q0) − x(q2)‖2

Note that since L2 is a metric, it satisfies subadditivity:

∀x ∈ A,d1(x) + d2(x) > d3(x) (10)

According to Definitions 2, 22:

σ
1/2
A (q0,q1) + σ1/2A (q1,q2)

=

√
1

M

∫
x∈A

ρ(x)‖x(q0) − x(q1)‖2dV

+

√
1

M

∫
x∈A

ρ(x)‖x(q1) − x(q2)‖2dV

=

√∫
x∈A

d21(x)dV +

√∫
x∈A

d22(x)dV (11)
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By raising to the power of two and taking the square root we get:

σ
1/2
A (q0,q1) + σ1/2A (q1,q2)

=

(√∫
x∈A

d21(x)dV +

√∫
x∈A

d22(x)dV

)2 12

=

[∫
x∈A

d21(x)dV +

∫
x∈A

d22(x)dV

+2

√∫
x∈A

d21(x)dV ·
∫
x∈A

d22(x)dV

] 1
2

(12)

According to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:∫
x∈A

d21(x)dV ·
∫
x∈A

d22(x)dV >

(∫
x∈A

d1(x)d2(x)dV

)2
(13)

Hence:

σ
1/2
A (q0,q1) + σ1/2A (q1,q2) >[∫
x∈A

d21(x)dV +

∫
x∈A

d22(x)dV + 2

∫
x∈A

d1(x)d2(x)dV

] 1
2

=

[∫
x∈A

d21(x) + 2d1(x)d2(x) + d
2
2(x)dV

] 1
2

=

√∫
x∈A

(d1(x) + d2(x))
2 dV (14)

Using Equation (10) we get:

σ
1/2
A (q0,q1) + σ1/2A (q1,q2)

>

√∫
x∈A

(d1(x) + d2(x))
2 dV

>

√∫
x∈A

d23(x)dV

=

√
1

M

∫
x∈A

ρ(x)‖x(q0) − x(q2)‖2dV (15)

Again using Definitions 2, 22 it holds that:

σ
1/2
A (q0,q1) + σ1/2A (q1,q2) > σ1/2A (q0,q2) (16)

For every body A with a positive volume and for every q0,q1,q2 ∈ C.
σ
1/2
A therefore satisfies all the conditions of a metric.
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